LOSS CONTROL BULLETIN
Your Work: Faulty Workmanship and
Liability Claims
Let’s assume you have an agreement to install windows in a home. You
remove the prior window from the wall and install your window. After
leaving, you receive a complaint call from the homeowners requesting that
you return to the property. They claim your installation of the window was
improper.

Is Your Work Covered under an Insurance Policy?

We Take A Personal
Interest - Protecting
What You Value Most®

Not every type of liability loss a business can suffer can be considered under
a typical business owner’s insurance policy. Some business risks, such as
payment for replacing, repairing or otherwise redoing faulty work, are not
normally insurable.1 Faulty workmanship or installation may not be covered
under many policies because the faulty workmanship is not ‘fortuitous,’ or
accidental. Business owners should generally absorb their own replacement
and repair losses, while the insurer takes the risk of injury to property of
others.2 Even if the workmanship could be found to be accidental, many
insurance policies may not provide coverage under exclusions such as the Your
Work exclusion.
The Your Work exclusion excludes work or operations performed by you or
on your behalf and materials, parts or equipment furnished in connection
with such work or operations. Your Work also includes warranties or
representations made at any time with respect to the fitness, quality,
durability, performance or use of your work, and the providing of or failure to
provide warnings or instructions.3
In our example above, your insurance policy would most likely not cover
the loss.

For more information or
to locate an agent near

What might be covered? Let’s assume that on the way in to the house, you
scraped the window against the wall, damaging the wall. Because that was
more accidental in nature, and it was not within the agreement of work you
had agreed to do, it could be covered. It was not Your Work.

you call 1 (877) 840-4400
or visit www.anpac.com
These materials have been prepared for educational and information purposes only. All coverages are subject to the insuring agreements, exclusions and conditions of the
policy, and applicable endorsements. The analysis at the time of a loss is dependent upon and influenced by many factors. As such, the interpretation of a particular claim
may vary. This material is not a representation that coverage does or does not exist for any particular claim or loss under any policy. This information is not intended to
constitute legal advice and should not be relied upon in lieu of consultation with appropriate legal advisors in your own jurisdiction.
Personal and commercial lines insurance is issued by American National Property And Casualty Company (ANPAC®), Springfield, Missouri, its subsidiaries or affiliates, including
American National General Insurance Company, Pacific Property And Casualty Company (California), American National Lloyds Insurance Company (Texas), American National
County Mutual Insurance Company (serviced by ANPAC-Texas), and ANPAC Louisiana Insurance Company (Louisiana). American National Property And Casualty Company is a
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subsidiary of American National Insurance Company, Galveston, Texas.
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LOSS CONTROL BULLETIN
Managing the Business Risk Associated with Your Work
As a business owner, your workmanship, warranties and representations are all part of the business risk that you accept
in exchange for payment for your services. Proactive business planning and communication can help you preserve your
reputation and your business. Plan ahead.
•
•
•
•

Be clear with your customers about the scope of work you are completing.
Communicate and/or document customer changes as you are completing your work.  
Upon completion, verify the work has been completed to the customer’s satisfaction and your initial scope.
If there are disputes, try to work with your customer to address them appropriately. Consider options such as
refund, repair or replacement.

Notify your insurance company immediately should you have a loss.
• Coordinate with your insurance company in the investigation of the claim.  
• Be familiar with your insurance policy terms. If you have questions regarding the coverage you have, contact your
insurance agent and/or company. Discuss your concerns or questions with them.    

No one wants to think about suffering a loss. In the unfortunate
event you do have a loss, our ANPAC Five Star Claim ServiceSM is
designed to provide assurance and confidence to our policyholders
throughout the claims process.

24-Hour Claims Hotline 1-800-333-2860
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